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phonological	 processing	 is	 auditory	discrimination	 and,	 thus,	 essential	 for	 acquiring	
reading	and	spelling	skills.	The	event-	related	potential	Mismatch	Response	(MMR)	is	
an	indicator	for	auditory	discrimination	capabilities	with	dyslexics	showing	an	altered	





Results:	 First,	we	 demonstrated	 validity	 of	 these	 SNPs	 for	 dyslexia	 in	 our	 sample	 by	




within DYX1C1 and ATP2C2	were	found	to	be	associated	with	MMR	stronger	than	ex-
pected	from	multiple	testing.	To	explore	potential	pathomechanisms,	we	annotated	these	
variants	with	functional	data	including	tissue-	specific	expression	analysis	and	eQTLs.
Conclusion: Our findings corroborate the late component of MMR as a potential en-
dophenotype	 for	 dyslexia	 and	 support	 tripartite	 relationships	 between	 dyslexia-	
related	SNPs,	the	late	component	of	MMR	and	dyslexia.
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1  | INTRODUCTION
Dyslexia	is	a	learning	disorder	affecting	the	acquisition	of	reading	and	
spelling	 skills.	According	 to	 the	Diagnostic	 and	 Statistical	Manual	 of	
Mental	 Disorders:	 DSM-	V	 (American	 Psychiatric	Association,	 2013),	
reading as well as spelling impairments belong to the category of 
specific learning disorders. They can occur independently or in 
combination.
Dyslexia	 has	 a	 prevalence	 of	 5%	 among	 German-	speaking	 indi-
viduals	 (Moll,	 Kunze,	Neuhoff,	 Bruder,	&	 Schulte-	Körne,	 2014).	The	
heritability	was	estimated	at	50%–70%	(de	Kovel	et	al.,	2004;	Harlaar,	




related	 genes	 within	 these	 regions,	 for	 example,	 DYX1C1,	 DCDC2,	
KIAA0319,	 and	 ROBO1.	 Moreover,	 associations	with	 genes	 outside	





of	 children	with	 SLI	were	 also	 diagnosed	with	 dyslexia.	This	 strong	





SNPs	 for	 dyslexia	 and	 dyslexia-	related	 processes.	 Genes	 with	 al-
ready	reported	associations	to	both,	SLI	and	dyslexia,	include	FOXP2 
(Lai,	 Fisher,	 Hurst,	Vargha-	Khadem,	 &	Monaco,	 2001;	Wilcke	 et	al.,	
2012),	KIAA0319	(Cope	et	al.,	2005;	Newbury	et	al.,	2011),	CNTNAP2 
(Newbury	 et	al.,	 2011;	 Peter	 et	al.,	 2011;	 Vernes	 et	al.,	 2008),	 and	
CMIP	(Newbury	et	al.,	2009;	Scerri	et	al.,	2011).
However,	 knowledge	 regarding	 specific	pathomechanisms	 trans-
lating	 genetic	 risk	 variants	 into	 a	 dyslexic	 phenotype	 is	 still	 very	
limited. Endophenotypes are a common concept for describing patho-
mechanistical	processes.	Endophenotypes	are	defined	as	measurable,	
phenotypic	components	contributing	to	disease-	phenotype	and	found	
along	 the	path	 from	genes	 to	 the	disease-	phenotype	 (Gottesman	&	
Gould,	2003).	Certain	dyslexia-	related	potential	endophenotypes	af-
fected by genetic risk variants have been reported in neuroimaging 
studies	 analyzing	 specific	 hemodynamic	 brain	 activation	 patterns.	
Exemplarily,	SNPs	in	FOXP2 were associated with fMRI activation in 
the	left	inferior	frontal	and	precentral	gyri,	whereas	SNP	rs17243157	
in THEM2 was associated with asymmetry in the functional activation 
of	the	superior	temporal	sulcus	(Pinel	et	al.,	2012).	Furthermore,	Darki,	
Peyrard-	Janvid,	 Matsson,	 Kere,	 and	 Klingberg	 (2012)	 reported	 gray	
and white matter variation to be linked with variants within DYX1C1,	
DCDC2, and KIAA0319	 dyslexia	 candidate	 genes,	while	 Scerri	 et	al.	
(2012)	showed	white	matter	variation	to	be	linked	with	variants	within	
MRPL19/C2ORF3.	 These	 associations	 between	 dyslexia	 candidates	
and	brain	structure	are	in	line	with	findings	from	MRI	studies,	where	
structural gray and white matter alterations were associated with 
dyslexia-	relevant	traits	(Klingberg	et	al.,	2000;	Kraft	et	al.,	2015).
Another	potential	neurophysiological	endophenotype	for	dyslexia	
refers to automatic responses being observable in a specific com-
ponent	 of	 the	 auditory	 event-	related	 potential	 (ERP).	 This	 is	 called	
mismatch	 negativity	 or,	 more	 generally	 spoken,	 mismatch	 response	








In	 this	 study	 we	 investigated	 the	 neuro-	functional	 implications	
of	dyslexia	 candidate	genes.	Specifically,	we	wanted	 to	uncover	 the	
relationship	between	dyslexia-	related	phenotypes	and	the	 late	com-






tested regarding a possible association with the late component of the 
MMR in a sample of 67 children.
2  | MATERIALS AND METHODS
2.1 | Participants









participants’ spelling abilities. The DERET qualitatively and quantita-











The	 study	 followed	American	 Psychological	Association	 (APA)	 stan-
dards	in	accordance	with	the	declaration	of	Helsinki	from	1964	(World	
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Medical	Organization,	1996)	and	was	approved	by	the	medical	faculty	
of	 the	University	 Leipzig.	 Children	 and	 their	 parents	were	 informed	
both orally and in writing about the procedures and parents had to 
provide written consent for their children’s enrolment.
2.2 | Stimulus material
In	 order	 to	 analyze	 auditory	 speech	 discrimination	 capabilities	 by	
means	 of	MMR,	 we	 conducted	 a	 passive	 oddball	 paradigm,	 where	






The children were seated in a comfortable chair in an electrically and 
acoustically	shielded	electroencephalography	(EEG)	cabin.	Auditory	stim-






two syllables. The syllable/ga/was used as the standard and the syllable/
pa/as the deviant in one block; and vice versa in the other block. The order 
of the two blocks was counterbalanced across the children. Within one 
block,	600	stimuli	were	presented	with	510	standard	(85%)	and	90	devi-
ant	stimuli	(15%).	We	pseudorandomized	the	presentations	of	the	deviant	
stimuli so that at least two standard stimuli were presented in between 
the	deviant	stimuli.	The	inter-	stimulus-	interval	(ISI)	between	two	stimuli	
(offset	to	onset)	varied	between	1,450	and	1,750	ms	related	to	the	dif-




The	 EEG	 was	 continuously	 recorded	 from	 Ag/AgCl	 cap-	mounted	
electrodes	 (Easy	Cap	GmbH,	Germany)	 in	accordance	 to	 the	10–20	
International	 System	 of	 Electrode	 Placement	 and	 using	 the	 QRefa	
Acquisition	 Software,	 Version	 1.0	 beta	 (Max	 Planck	 Institute	 for	
Human	 Cognitive	 and	 Brain	 Sciences,	 Leipzig,	 Germany).	 Electrode	
sites	were	 the	 following:	 F7,	 F3,	 FZ,	 F4,	 F8,	 FC3,	 FC4,	T7,	C3,	CZ,	
C4,	P7,	CP5,	CP6,	T8,	P3,	PZ,	P4,	P8,	O1,	O2,	A1,	and	A2.	During	the	
recordings,	the	electrodes	were	referenced	to	CZ,	and	an	additional	







2.5 | EEG data processing and analysis
Recordings	were	algebraically	 re-	referenced	 to	 the	average	of	both	
mastoids	 (A1,	A2).	To	 remove	muscle	artifacts	 from	the	EEG	signal,	

















and	 19.81%	 of	 deviant	 syllables	 (SD	=	12.44;	 range:	 0.00–48.89)	
were	 excluded	 from	 further	 analyses.	These	 numbers	 did	 not	 differ	
significantly	between	stimulus	type	(i.e.,	standard	vs.	deviant	syllable;	
p	=	.47).
Individual MMR was quantified as the mean signal within 300–
600 ms after stimulus onset. This represents the time window for 
which	 Schulte-	Körne	 et	al.	 (1998)	 found	 significant	 differences	 be-




2.6 | DNA extraction and genotyping
Saliva	samples	were	used	for	genotyping	and	DNA	extraction.	DNA	
was	 extracted	using	 standard	procedures	 as	described	by	Quinque,	
Kittler,	Kayser,	Stoneking,	and	Nasidze	(2006)	or	using	Oragene	DNA	
Genotek	Kits	(Kanata,	ON,	Canada).








N,	 number	 of	 participants;	 number	 in	 brackets,	 standard	 deviations;	 PR,	
percentile	rank;	DERET,	Deutscher	Rechtschreibtest	(German	spelling	test).
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p	>	.05	 Bonferroni	 corrected),	 SNP-	wise	 call	 rate	 >97%,	 individual-	
wise	call	rate	>90%,	and	minor	allele	frequency	(MAF)	>0.05.
In	 total,	 25	 independent	 SNPs	 reported	 to	 be	 associated	
with	 dyslexia	 or	 dyslexia-	related	 phenotypes	 in	 at	 least	 two	
	independent	studies	were	investigated:	rs16973771,	rs2875891,	and	
rs8053211 from ATP2C2;	 rs3935802,	 rs6564903,	 and	 rs7201632	
from CMIP;	 rs10246256	and	 rs759178	 from	CNTNAP2;	 rs1419228,	
rs7765678,	rs793862,	 and	 rs807701	 from	 DCDC2;	 rs17819126,	
rs3743204,	 rs3743205,	 and	 rs685935	 from	 DYX1C1; rs12533005 
from FOXP2;	 rs2143340,	 rs2179515,	 rs6935076,	 rs761100,	 and	
rs9461045	 from	 KIAA0319; rs1000585 from MRPL19-C2ORF3; 
rs555879	from	MYO5B; and rs12606138 from NEDD4L.	In	addition,	
two	 SNPs	 (rs11100040	 and	 rs4234898)	 reported	 to	 be	 associated	
with the late component of MMR were included for analysis.
2.7 | Statistical analyses
Differences in the averaged MMR signals among poor and good spell-
ing probands were tested using a sliding window t-	test.	In	total,	375	
time windows of 3.2 ms length were tested.
We used the literature driven 300–600 ms time window for as-
sociation analysis in order to provide replicability among the differ-
ent	 studies.	 Association	 analyses	 among	 genotyped	 SNPs	 and	 late	
MMR were conducted using a multifactorial linear regression model 
adjusted	 for	poor	 spelling	 (categorized	by	 the	 lower	10%	percentile	
of	the	DERET	outcome).	Thereby,	we	used	an	additive	genetic	model.	
We	 analyzed	 the	 effect	 of	ADD	 on	 the	 SNP-	MMR	 associations	 by	
comparing	 the	effect	sizes	with	and	without	adjusting	 for	ADD.	We	
verified that significant findings were not caused by influential outli-
ers	by	performing	regression	applying	Cook’s	distance.	To	analyze	the	












crimination capability was defined by summing up all risk alleles of the 
clumped,	 independent	SNPs	within	each	individual.	This	approach	re-
quires the information whether a certain allele can be considered a risk 















continuous	 NRI)	 applying	 the	 R	 add-	on	 package	 PredictABEL	 1.2-	2	
(Kundu,	Aulchenko,	&	Janssens,	2014).	Reclassification	measures	indi-


















2.9 | Functional in silico analyses
We	characterized	nominally	associated	SNPs,	proxies	of	these	SNPs	
(R2	≥	0.3	and	Lewontin’s	D′	≥	0.8),	and	respective	genes	for	 in	silico	
evidence	 for	 functional	effects.	These	 investigations	 included	eQTL	
analyses,	annotations	for	local	regulatory	elements,	and	the	investiga-
tion	of	the	spatial	distribution	of	genes	and	their	expression	products.
To	 identify	 eQTL	 effects,	 eQTL	 databases	were	 analyzed	 (Borel	
et	al.,	 2011;	 Dimas	 et	al.,	 2009;	 Dixon	 et	al.,	 2007;	 Fehrmann	
et	al.,	 2011;	 Greenawalt	 et	al.,	 2011;	 Grundberg	 et	al.,	 2009;	 GTEx	
Consortium,	 2015;	 Kim,	 Cho,	 Lee,	 &	Webster,	 2012;	 Kirsten	 et	al.,	
2015;	Mehta	et	al.,	2013;	Myers	et	al.,	2007;	Ramasamy	et	al.,	2014;	
Schadt	 et	al.,	 2008;	 Schröder	 et	al.,	 2011;	 Veyrieras	 et	al.,	 2008;	
Westra	et	al.,	2013;	Xia	et	al.,	2012;	Zeller	et	al.,	2010).	We	only	con-
sidered	SNPs	identified	in	brain	or	blood	tissue	and	eQTLs	had	to	be	










3.1 | The late component of MMR discriminates 
between good and bad spellers
Figure	1	shows	averaged	MMR	signals	of	 the	 frontal	electrodes	F3,	
Fz,	 and	 F4	 from	 −200	ms	 before	 stimulus	 onset	 to	 1,200	ms	 after	
stimulus	onset.	Children	with	normal	spelling	skills	(DERET	PR	>	10%)	
presented a negativity at ~200 ms followed by a second negativity 
starting	 at	 ~400	ms	 after	 stimulus	 onset.	 In	 contrast,	 children	with	
poor	spelling	skills	(DERET	PR	≤	10%)	exhibited	a	strong	positivity	of	
up to 5 μV	between	200	and	600	ms.	Differences	among	both	groups	
were tested using a sliding window t-	test	and	revealed	that	MMR	of	




Cheour,	 Korpilahti,	 Martynova,	 &	 Lang,	 2001;	 Schulte-	Körne	 et	al.,	
1998).	Therefore,	we	decided	to	use	the	300–600	ms	time	window	
(often	called	 late	component	of	the	MMR)	for	all	subsequent	analy-
ses in order to enhance comparability with previous studies. This late 
component of the MMR discriminated between good and poor spell-
ing	with	an	AUC	of	0.78	(CI	95%:	0.67–0.89)	in	the	presented	study.
3.2 | SNP selection, genotyping quality, and 
discrimination improvement
In	 total,	30	SNPs	 in	14	genes	associated	with	dyslexia-	related	phe-
notypes and replicated in at least one study were identified and 
investigated	(Table	S2).	These	SNPs	corresponded	to	25	independent	
SNPs.	For	20	of	those	25	independent	SNPs,	risk	alleles	were	available	
in those studies previously published. In order to assess the relevance 
of	these	SNPs	for	dyslexia	in	our	cohort,	we	investigated	how	a	PRS	





tion	improvement’	(NRIcont = 0.72; p	=	.011)	and	‘integrated	discrimi-
nation	improvement’	(IDI	=	0.08;	p	=	.019)	revealed	that	an	improved	
prediction	was	achieved	by	the	PRS.
Finally,	 two	 additional	 SNPs	 (rs11100040	 and	 rs4234898)	were	
also selected for their previously reported association with the late 
component of the MMR in order to investigate whether this associ-
ation	can	be	replicated.	All	selected	SNPs	fulfilled	the	quality	criteria	
(see	Materials	and	Methods	section).
3.3 | Association of reported candidate SNPs 
with the late component of MMR
In	total,	we	identified	five	nominally	associated	SNPs	at	FDR	of	11%	
representing	independent	genetic	effects.	SNP	rs17819126-	DYX1C1 
(p	=	.0037)	 and	ATP2C2-	rs8053211	 (p	=	.0039)	 showed	 the	 strong-
est	 association	 at	 an	 FDR	 of	 5%.	 Thereby,	 the	 SNP	 rs17819126-	








Finally,	when	 testing	 the	 two	 previously	 reported	MMR-	related	
SNPs	 rs11100040	 and	 rs4234898,	 we	 found	 a	 nominal	 significant	






















DERET PR > 10
DERET PR ≤ 10
TABLE  2 Results of the association analysis
SNP p- Value FDR Beta Gene
rs17819126 .0037 0.05 3.0 DYX1C1
rs8053211a .0039 0.05 −1.8 ATP2C2
rs2875891a .0146 0.11 −1.5 ATP2C2
rs3743204a .0157 0.11 −1.7 DYX1C1
rs16973771a .0199 0.11 −1.4 ATP2C2






viously reported to be associated with MMR was successfully replicated in 
our	 study	 (b).	The	p-	values	of	 the	 regression	model	are	 shown	with	 the	
respective	FDR.	Effect	size	Beta	corresponds	to	carriage	of	the	previously	
reported risk allele in the literature.
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association	 of	 rs11100040	 with	 the	 late	 component	 of	 the	 MMR,	
where carriage of the previously reported risk alleles correlated with 
more positive MMR.
Effect	sizes	of	all	nominally	associated	SNPs	with	the	late	compo-
nent of the MMR are provided in Figure 3.
In	order	to	investigate	the	relevance	of	ADD	for	our	findings,	we	
conducted	an	additional	analysis	where	we	adjusted	for	ADD	status.	
Corroboratingly,	we	 found	 only	 little	 change	 in	 p-	values	 and	 effect	
sizes	when	additionally	adjusting	our	analysis	on	ADD	status	(Figure	
S1).
3.4 | Functional characterization of identified 
candidate SNPs and corresponding genes
The	 screen	 for	 eQTL	 effects	 revealed	 direct	 cis-	effects	 for	




When	extending	 the	search	 for	proxy	SNPs	 (R2	≥	0.3	&	D′	≥	0.8)	 to	
better	 identify	 possible	 correlating	 causative	 variants,	 additional	
evidence	 for	a	cis-	eQTL	effect	was	 found	 (PIGB for rs3743204 and 
RAB27A	for	rs17819126)	in	brain	tissue.
The	 in	 silico	 characterization	 of	 associating	 SNPs	 using	 the	
“RegulomeDB” database identified evidence for transcription factor 
binding	 for	 SNP	 rs16973771.	 This	 was	 concluded	 on	 the	 basis	 of	
data	 from	ChIP-	seq	experiments,	predictions	on	 transcription	 factor	
binding	 sites,	 and	evidence	 for	open	 chromatin	 states	 from	DNase-	










Several	 studies	 show	 that	 an	 altered	 late	 component	 of	 the	 MMR,	
known	to	be	connected	to	auditory	discrimination,	is	associated	with	





dyslexia	 in	our	sample	by	showing	 that	additional	 inclusion	of	a	PRS	






was	 also	 nominally	 replicated	 in	 our	 study.	 Thereby,	 we	 controlled	
for	environmental	 influences	on	 the	MMR	by	analyzing	 the	 spelling-	
independent MMR resulting from our adjustment strategy. Using func-
tional	data,	we	characterized	these	SNPs	and	corresponding	genes.
4.1 | Discrimination between good and poor spelling 
by MMR and genetics
In	 accordance	 with	 the	 literature	 (Lovio	 et	al.,	 2010;	 Roeske	 et	al.,	
2011;	Schulte-	Körne	et	al.,	 1998,	2001),	 the	 late	MMR	significantly	
discriminated between people with good and poor spelling further 
corroborating	its	value	as	potential	endophenotype	for	dyslexia.	Also	
in	accordance	with	previous	reports,	discrimination	was	found	to	be	
strong	 in	 a	 time	 window	 near	 400	ms	 (Figure	1,	 Alonso-	Búa	 et	al.,	
2006;	Cheour	et	al.,	2001).	The	validity	of	selected	SNPs	for	dyslexia	
in our cohort was strengthened as we found significant improvement 




4.2 | Identified genetic modifiers of MMR
Next,	we	analyzed	which	subset	of	the	selected	SNPs	might	be	asso-
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between	dyslexia	and	 the	 late	component	of	MMR	on	 the	genetic	
level.	Thereby,	the	associations	of	these	five	SNPs	represent	a	novel	
finding.	 However,	 results	 for	 a	 few	 other	 SNPs	 associating	 with	
MMR	 are	 available:	 Roeske	 et	al.	 (2011)	 reported	 an	 association	
with	 the	 two-	marker	 haplotype	 rs4234898-	rs11100040	 with	 the	
late	component	of	 the	MMR	 in	a	 set	of	200	dyslexic	children	 in	a	
GWAS.	 Both	 SNPs	 of	 the	 haplotype	were	 associated	with	 altered	
expression	levels	of	SLC2A3. This gene is a facilitated glucose trans-
porter	 	possibly	 	involved	 in	memory-	related	processes	 as	 indicated	
by	reduced	GLUT3	(SLC2A3)	levels	in	patients	with	Alzheimer’s	dis-
ease	(Liu,	Liu,	Iqbal,	Grundke-	Iqbal,	&	Gong,	2008).	Here,	we	could	
also identify a nominal significant association of rs11100040 with 
the	late	component	of	the	MMR.	Interestingly,	in	a	recent	study,	we	
were able to show that rs11100040 also affects the functional con-
nectivity	of	the	fronto-	temporal	processing	hubs	 in	German	native	
speakers	 (Skeide	et	al.,	2015).	The	 reduced	 functional	 connectivity	
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because at least two regions are involved in generating the MMR: a 
frontal source is located in the inferior frontal gyrus and a temporal 
source	located	in	the	superior	temporal	gyrus	(Doeller	et	al.,	2003;	
Marco-	Pallarés,	 Grau,	 &	 Ruffini,	 2005).	 Thus,	 the	 affected	 func-
tional	 connectivity	 of	 the	 fronto-	temporal	 processing	 hubs,	 might	
lead to the observed functional alteration in the late component 
of the MMR for different numbers of risk alleles of rs11100040. 
Importantly,	the	study	by	Skeide	et	al.	(2015)	and	the	present	analy-
sis	were	conducted	in	overlapping	cohorts,	which	further	strengthen	
the proposed connection between the functional connectivity of 
the	fronto-	temporal	processing	hubs,	altered	late	component	of	the	
MMR and rs11100040.
In	 addition	 to	 Roeske	 et	al.	 (2011),	 a	 second	 study	 investigated	
the	 association	 of	 genetic	 variants	 with	 the	 MMR	 (Czamara	 et	al.,	
2011).	However,	this	study	was	restricted	to	variants	 in	DCDC2 and 
KIAA0319, where one rare variant within DCDC2 was associated with 
altered MMR. None of these rare genetic variants were investigated 
in our study since we included only common variants as we filtered 
for	MAF	≥	0.05.	In	accordance	with	Czamara	et	al.	(2011),	we	also	did	
not	observe	 any	 association	of	 common	SNPs	 (MAFs	≥	0.05)	within	
DCDC2 and KIAA0319 with the late component of the MMR.
Our	 strongest	 identified	 associations	 include	 effects	 of	 SNPs	 in	
genes DYX1C1 and ATP2C2	on	late	component	of	the	MMR	(Table	2).	
The	 two	 strongest	 SNPs	 revealed	 associations	with	 an	 FDR	 of	 5%,	
which	means	that	for	both	SNPs	the	probability	of	being	a	false	dis-








that an imbalanced ion transmembrane gradient may impact neuro-
logical	functions	and	supports	the	nexus	between	neurological	impair-
ment	and	risk	for	dyslexia.





4.3 | Characterization of the Effect Directions of 
Associated SNPs on the Late Component of the MMR
We	observed	a	significant,	positive	MMR	for	children	with	poor	spell-
ing	skills	(Figure	1).	This	is	in	line	with	the	reported	stronger	shift	of	the	
late component of the MMR toward positive values compared with 
children	not	being	at	risk	for	dyslexia	by	Maurer,	Bucher,	Brem,	and	
Brandeis	(2003)	in	kindergarteners	at	risk	for	dyslexia.	Consequently,	









arises from distinct founder mutations. These independent mutations 
manifest	in	divergent	allele	frequencies	for	the	observed	SNP	in	dif-















of risk alleles were also observed in studies investigating intermediate 
phenotypes	of	other	diseases:	Shulman	et	al.	(2010)	observed	associ-
ations of ZNF224	 (rs3746319)	and	PCK1	 (rs8192708)	with	 impaired	
cognition,	 an	 intermediate	 phenotype	 of	 Alzheimer’s	 disease.	 The	
effect	 direction	 of	 these	 SNPs	 on	 the	 intermediate	 phenotype	was	
opposite	to	the	direction	of	the	association	with	Alzheimer’s	disease	
seen	 in	the	 initial	GWAS.	Here,	 the	authors	explained	the	“flip-	flop”	
association	by	differences	 in	subject	recruitment	and	ascertainment,	
with	cross-	sectional	versus	prospective	cohorts	being	a	good	example.	




tions	of	 the	case-	cohorts	are	plausible.	Thus,	 if	an	allele	 is	subtype-	
specific,	 contradicting	 effect	 directions	 for	 a	 certain	 SNP	 are	 not	
unlikely.
4.4 | Functional properties of associated SNPs
Most	 of	 the	 SNPs	 detected	 in	 association	 studies	 are	 intronic	 and	
do	not	change	the	protein	structure.	However,	several	studies	have	
shown	an	effect	of	SNPs	on	gene	expression	 levels.	To	 follow	 this,	
we	 screened	published	 eQTL	databases	 for	 the	 significant	 SNPs	 or	
the	 best	 proxy	 of	 these	 SNPs.	 We	 regard	 functional	 evidence	 as	
an	 additional	 indicator	 for	 a	 true	 function	of	 the	 respective	SNP	 in	
dyslexia-	related	phenotypes.	 Indeed,	 four	associated	SNPs	could	be	
linked	 to	 altered	 expression	 of	 nearby	 genes	 (cis-	eQTL,	 see	 Table	
S3).	Note	 that	with	 the	exception	of	DYX1C1	 all	 these	SNPs	affect	
expression	of	other	nearby	genes	to	which	they	were	not	originally	
assigned	to.	Therefore,	future	research	should	consider	these	nearby	
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genes as candidates when further investigating molecular patho-
mechanisms.	We	only	considered	eQTLs	identified	in	brain	tissue	and	
blood-	derived	 cells	 because	we	 expect	 that	 eQTLs	 involved	 in	 the	
development	of	dyslexia	are	 likely	present	 in	brain	tissue.	However,	


















We would like to address some limitations regarding this study. Due to 
our	moderate	sample	size	our	results	should	be	followed	up	in	independ-
ent	replication	studies	and	when	interpreting	effect	sizes	the	well-	known	






As	 another	potential	 limitation,	our	 study	 sample	was	 a	homog-
enous	 Caucasian	 group,	 therefore,	 our	 results	 might	 differ	 in	 other	
ethnicities.
5  | CONCLUSION
This study provides further evidence for genetic variants within 
DYX1C1 and ATP2C2	 as	candidates	 for	dyslexia.	For	 these	SNPs,	
our study suggests a pathomechanistical link with the late compo-
nent	 of	 the	MMR	possibly	 via	modulating	 gene	 expression	 regu-
lation.	However,	 these	 findings	 should	be	 further	 investigated	 in	
additional	 samples.	 Moreover,	 our	 results	 corroborate	 the	 late	
component of MMR as a potential neurophysiological endopheno-
type	 for	dyslexia	and	show	that	dyslexia	candidate	SNPs	can	 im-
prove the predictive power of the late component of the MMR. 
Validation	 of	 candidate	 SNPs	 and	 characterization	 of	 their	 func-
tional effects may be helpful for the development of diagnostic 
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